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Abstract
The Management System for Heterogeneous Networks (MSHN1) is a large,
distributed research software system project that began over 18 months ago.
The primary goal of MSHN is to develop a framework within which next-
generation resource management system  (RMS) issues can be investigated.
The initial MSHN design was developed using basic object-oriented design
principles and the initial prototype was built with object-oriented technology (IDL,
C++, Java, and CORBA).  After building an initial proof-of-concept prototype, we
looked to the standardized terms, symbols and diagrams of the Unified Modeling
Language (UML) to explain the functionality of MSHN to new students and staff
members of the development group, as well as interested colleagues outside of
the group.  As we learned more about the UML and applied it to MSHN in further
detail, we found that this semi-formal method not only (i) helped us to
communicate MSHN’s functionality to others, but also (ii) improved our design,
helping us identify bloated packages and opportunities for object re-use, and (iii)
enabled us to more easily settle some open questions that had previously been
sources of contention among the members of the MSHN team.  Additionally, we
found the Unified Process to be quite useful as a framework for building
research-level, distributed systems software.

1 Introduction
The Management System for Heterogeneous Networks (MSHN) is a large,
distributed, system-level research project.  An object-oriented design approach was
used in the design and implementation of the first version of MSHN.  Because we are
developing research, system-level software, as opposed to production-quality
software, we did not initially find it necessary to use semi-formal or formal methods
and processes.  However, when the MSHN project was selected for integration with
other projects, we were specifically requested to describe the high-level functionality
and public interfaces of the MSHN components using the Unified Modeling
Language (UML) for the benefit of the integration team.  After completing this high-
level description, and finding much to like about the UML, we began applying it to the
lower-level design of the second version of the MSHN components.  This use of the
UML allowed us to identify several cases of bloated packages and opportunities for

                                           
1 Pronounced “mission”
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object re-use that we had not previously identified.  We also adopted the Unified
Process for MSHN development [4].

Although the Unified Process was very useful, it required some re-configuration.  We,
as researchers, have different types of requirements from those implementing
production software.  In the course of describing our experiences with semi-formal
methods, we attempt to point out some of these differences and generalize them in a
way that we hope will help other system researchers see the value in semi-formal
software engineering methods and processes.

In this paper, we describe (1) the status of the MSHN project prior to our application
of the Unified Process, and (2) the immediate improvements we were able to make in
MSHN following the introduction of a semi-formal method.

2 State of the System Design Before Applying a Semi-Formal
Method

The Management System for Heterogeneous Networks (MSHN) is a resource
management system for heterogeneous, distributed computing systems that grew
out of a previous research project called SmartNet. SmartNet is primarily a
scheduling framework designed to assist resource management systems (RMS) in
determining the placement of compute-intensive applications in networked systems
containing a heterogeneous collection of high-performance computers [2].

MSHN’s basic goal is to continuously determine the mapping of resources to
applications in a dynamic, heterogeneous, distributed environment that provides the
best quality of service to a dynamically changing set of applications.  The MSHN
project is expanding upon SmartNet by addressing the following issues: (i) how to
handle shared resources such as networks and file servers, (ii) how to transparently
monitor resource usage and availability, (iii) how to support adaptive applications,
and (iv) how to deliver good quality of service to all applications.  MSHN requires a
flexible, component-based architecture that supports experimentation.  MSHN’s initial
architecture is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Initial MSHN Architecture.

The original MSHN architecture included four components: the Client Library, the
Resource Status Server, the Resource Requirements Database, and the Scheduling
Advisor.  Each serves a specific function.

The Resource Status Server maintains a quickly changing repository of information
pertaining to the current status of the resources that MSHN may assign to processes.
The Resource Requirements Database is a database of specific applications’
resource requirements, indexed by compute characteristics, a concept pioneered in
SmartNet.  The Client Library enables an application to transparently interact with the
other MSHN components.

The Client Library transparently detects the status of the resources on which an
application is running as well as the resource requirements of that application.  It
reports this information to the Resource Status Server and the Resource
Requirements Database, respectively.  The Client Library also intercepts requests to
start a new application and queries the Scheduling Advisor, which decides where to
run the application.  It is the Scheduling Advisor’s job to determine the best mapping
of resources to applications, based upon the current status of the resources, the
expected resource requirements of the application, and the requested application’s
quality of service requirements.

Once the Scheduling Advisor determines where a particular application should be
started, the Client Library is responsible for starting the application.  Additionally, the
Scheduling Advisor sets up callbacks with the Resource Status Server and the
Resource Requirements Database so that if any significant changes occur, the
Scheduling Advisor will be notified.  If the Scheduling Advisor re-computes a new
schedule, it contacts the Client Libraries associated with the affected applications.
The applications may then adapt to the new schedule in various ways, via their Client
Library.
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Several teams of people are working on the design and implementation of this
project.  Two groups, each consisting of a faculty member and several students,
tackled the problem of proposing, designing and implementing heuristics that would
determine schedules to meet different classes of quality of service requirements.
Another group refined the design of the Scheduling Advisor and implemented a
prototype of it, working closely with the first two groups.  A fourth group examined the
question of security as a quality of service attribute.  The bulk of the remainder of
MSHN’s design was to be refined by the authors, along with several staff members
and six graduate students.  We decided early on that we would describe the
interfaces to MSHN’s components in IDL.  We also decided at an early stage to use
CORBA to facilitate interaction among the various components, which, by their very
nature, were replicated and distributed.  Many students proceeded independently
researching individual issues within the MSHN system.

As this research progressed, a new component, the MSHN Daemon, was added,
initially with the sole purpose of starting up new applications.  Several investigators
thought that there was an additional need to determine the status of resources on
which no current MSHN tasks were executing, so that functionality was also
considered for addition to the MSHN Daemon.  Finally, some investigators
recognized that the MSHN Daemon might also be responsible for sensing the status
of resources that did have MSHN-assigned tasks executing on them.

Additionally, two students worked to develop a generalized application emulator in
order to allow us to emulate real applications, on various platforms, without having to
install software, purchase licenses, learn the systems, and, in some cases, obtain
security clearances.

About halfway through the project, the first MSHN prototype was successfully
demonstrated, along with many of the other projects that were also part of the same
DARPA program.  Based upon this demonstration, and subsequent delivery of
documentation, MSHN and several other projects were identified as the basis for
components to be combined into a system of systems.  At this point, the integration
group requested that the MSHN investigators supply a UML description of MSHN [1].

While “retrofitting” a UML description onto the existing MSHN architecture, we
decided to also use UML to help us explain MSHN’s components to others, including
new students, staff members, as well as colleagues working on other systems.
Although each of us thought that we understood the interactions between the MSHN
components well, before we started documenting them in UML, we found that the
UML provided an excellent framework for clarifying points to one another as well as
improving our design.

3 Applying a Semi-Formal Method to the System Design
Before we applied any semi-formal methods to MSHN, we had built a prototype of
each of the MSHN components.  Additionally, to aid in debugging as well as
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demonstrating MSHN, we had implemented a visualizer that we could use to
graphically examine the internals of each of these components.  Finally, we had an
incomplete design of a MSHN Daemon and some thoughts as to how we were going
to increase the functionality of each of our existing prototype components.

Applying a UML description to our existing project not only provided a great
framework for communication, but also helped us learn that (i) we were not in total
agreement as to eventual functionality, and (ii) our initial design could be improved.
This section documents some of our design modifications and identifies some of the
improvements that we made.

As would be expected, some of the most striking improvements were made to the
components that were added after the initial design, the MSHN Daemon and the
MSHN Application Emulator.  Due to space constraints, and because there were no
substantial modifications made to them, the MSHN Scheduling Advisor, Resource
Status Server, and Resource Requirements Database are not described below.  The
interactions between all MSHN components are, however, illustrated in Figure 2.  A
good overview of MSHN can be found elsewhere [3].

Figure 2. MSHN’s Conceptual Model

In the previous section, we described the initial purpose for the MSHN Daemon as
well as the functionality that several investigators believed should be embodied in it.
Originally, a MSHN Daemon was to reside on each computing resource and was to
be used to start up a new application when requested to do so by a Client Library.
During design discussions, some members of the design team also wanted the
Daemon to aid in determining the status of machines where no applications that were
linked with the Client Library were running.  These members also believed that the
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Daemon may be better equipped to determine the status of some resources on
machines that MSHN applications were using.  The UML description provided a
framework that enabled the designers to communicate with one another more
clearly.  UML descriptions of the MSHN Daemon, Client Library, and Application
Emulator components, when simultaneously understood, made it easy to see that
keeping the Daemon simple was the proper design decision.

The clarity, which the UML description provided, let us quickly see that the other
required functionality, determining the status of resources not currently being used by
applications that are linked with the MSHN Client Library, was better obtained by
combining the Application Emulator, which had been originally designed for an
altogether different purpose, with the Client Library.  Interestingly, in these
discussions, the Application Emulator became an integral part of the MSHN design,
though it also continues to be important in its original role as well.  The subsections
below document the eventually agreed-upon requirements of the MSHN Daemon,
the Client Library, and the Application Emulator and show why the minimally
functional MSHN Daemon was the best decision.

Client Library functions.  The Client Library provides a transparent interface between
each application and the MSHN components.  The Client Library transparently
intercepts system calls.  It collects resource usage and status information, which is
forwarded to the Resource Requirements Database and Resource Status Server,
respectively.  The Client Library also intercepts calls that initiate new processes and
consults the Scheduling Advisor for the best place to start each process.  It requests
(possibly remote) Daemons to execute applications based on the Scheduling
Advisor’s advice.  The Client Library, when notified by the Scheduling Advisor via
callbacks, invokes adaptation on MSHN-aware applications.  Such adaptation is
included under the special case of setting Application Emulator parameters.

Daemon functions.  A copy of the MSHN Daemon runs on each compute resource
available for use by the Scheduling Advisor.  Its sole purpose is to start applications
upon request from the Client Library.

Application Emulator functions.  The MSHN Application Emulator emulates a running
application by stressing particular resources in the same way that real applications
do.  The Application Emulator serves two purposes.  The first (and originally-
intended) purpose is as a way of running applications that statistically leave the same
resource usage footprint as real applications without the overhead and uncertainty of
actually installing, maintaining and running that particular application.  The second
purpose of the Application Emulator is to perform resource monitoring in the absence
of any other MSHN-scheduled applications.  Since resource monitoring can be
viewed as a kind of application, the Daemon starts one instance of the Application
Emulator on each machine, by default, at startup, to monitor resources.  The
Scheduling Advisor instructs the Application Emulator to monitor more or fewer
resources, depending upon the resources that are currently being used and, hence,
transparently monitored, by MSHN-scheduled applications.
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As alluded to above, in the discussion that accompanies the requirements of the
Application Emulator, we note one example of re-use that was discovered during this
process, and of which we were completely unaware prior to this analysis.  Another
interesting point to note is the complexity of the Client Library.  By comparing its
complexity to that of other components, we were able to determine that, in order to
complete that component, we would need to devote substantially more man-power
than we had previously devoted to that component.

4 Conclusions
The Management System for Heterogeneous Networks (MSHN) is a large,
ambitious, system-level research project.   MSHN’s major goal is to determine the
best way to design and implement many features of a resource management system
(RMS) that is able to deliver good quality of service to a mixture of applications with
different requirements.  Because MSHN is such a large, complex project, it requires
the expertise and experience of many different investigators from distributed
operating systems, resource management systems, computer architecture, theory of
algorithms, control theory, stochastic processing, and dynamic programming.

Although MSHN’s investigators had learned quite a lot from designing and
implementing previous research resource management systems, their initial design
of MSHN did not identify all of the components whose functionality deserved to be
isolated and further investigated.  One of those components, the MSHN Daemon,
was identified because it was determined that implementation of a particular
functionality, starting applications on new machines, would otherwise be too
machine- and operating system-dependent.  Another component, the Application
Emulator, which later turned out to be integral to the overall functionality of MSHN,
was designed initially for simply testing the system.

The Unified Modeling Language (UML) and a modified version of the Unified Process
were applied halfway through the MSHN project, but still proved to be quite valuable.
Several cases of object re-use and bloated packages were discovered.  Perhaps,
more importantly, UML and the Unified Process provided a framework that allowed
the experts from the various fields to communicate more easily their experience to
one another.  We believe strongly that the MSHN project benefited from these semi-
formal methods, and we intend to use them again in other projects, earlier and more
often.
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